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INTRODUCTION

The effects of air pollution due to emissions from industries have detrimental impact on people’s health (1). Moreover, the potential health implication of these pollutants is significant to individuals working in these specific areas (1). Epidemiologic studies have identified that exposure to cotton dust is linked to a number of ailments, most of which are related to the respiratory system mainly lungs (2). Cotton dust contains varying sizes and types of particles that includes ground-up plant matter, fiber, bacteria, fungi, soil, pesticides, non-cotton matter, and other contaminants associated with lung function impairment (3). Different chronic pulmonary disorders, including asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease are linked to rapid lung function decline (4). These illnesses are a major cause of morbidity and mortality and constitute a major burden on global health due to their rising prevalence (5,6). Evidence show that lung function is also a predictor of mortality, morbidity (7-9), physical and cognitive functioning (10). Due to the slow progression and chronic nature of decrease in lung function, changes in lung function over time are particularly interesting and provide options for prevention (11).

The findings of a cohort study have shown that cotton textile workers have a greater occurrence of respiratory symptoms and substantive chronic lung function loss (2,12). Moreover, increased pulmonary function losses may result from prolonged exposure to cotton dust (12). Functional loss has been determined to be influenced by exposure length, cumulative or mean dust concentration, previous levels of exposure, grade of cotton quality, and endotoxin levels (13,14).
Furthermore, observational studies have shown the impact of cotton dust exposure and cigarette smoking on the deterioration of pulmonary function to be additive (15,16). Smoking may worsen the negative effects of working in cotton yarn production as evident in longitudinal research (17). Although the long-term consequences of cotton dust exposure on the respiratory effects are well documented (17), some research studies have failed to identify effects of cotton dust on chronic effects of lung function (2). Studies have shown that bacterial endotoxins found in cotton dust may be the primary factors causing obstruction and inflammation of airways (18,19). Endotoxins are a part of the gram-negative bacterium’s outer membrane and are typically released from the bacteria by lysis and disperse throughout the entire airborne environment. High airborne levels are found in industrial settings such as cotton textile mills (20). A study has shown that endotoxin levels from environmental exposure are demonstrated to be marginally linked with cotton dust levels and do not differ noticeably between cotton mills (19). Therefore, uncertainty exists on the severity of lung function impairment following prolonged exposure to cotton dust, and it is significant to assess the impact of cotton dust exposure on change in lung function.

As the cotton industry is expanding in terms of production and employment, cotton dust-induced lung diseases are common (21). Considering the high burden of respiratory disease, it is significant to measure this occupational health hazard, where proper surveillance is not in place. Since lung function changes at work may serve as an indicator among cotton textile workers of subsequent or more severe loss. To our knowledge, there has not been a systematic review conducted on variations in lung function in relation to cotton dust exposure. Therefore, the purpose of this systematic review was to assess the impact of cotton dust exposure on cotton textile workers in relation to change in lung function over time and to determine the knowledge gap where more research is needed.

MATERIALS and METHODS

We applied the methodology approach outlined by Levac and his coworkers, which was built upon prior studies by Arksey and O’Malley (22,23). This directed the steps, which included finding studies that were relevant in accordance with the research goal, choosing the suitable studies, and finally summarising and presenting the results. This search guided the change in lung function among textile workers. The systematic review was conducted according to the steps of the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta analyses (PRISMA) criteria.

Information Sources and Search Strategy

The search plan and eligibility criteria were developed among the authors. The primary author performed the literature search to find relevant articles by looking at publications after 2000, in following online databases: Medline/PubMed, Web of Science, Science Direct, Google Scholar, and Cochrane Library. Using PubMed, the entire electronic search was streamlined before being repeated on other databases. The Additional file 1: Supplement 1 has a complete presentation of the electronic search strategy. Searches were made for additional suitable publications in the reference lists of all included studies and pertinent literature reviews.

Inclusion Criteria

A broad search using the main search terms ‘cotton dust’ and ‘change in lung function’ was conducted to find relevant research studies. According to the authors’ assessments, this search was augmented with keywords for jobs such as cotton workers or cotton textile workers or cotton mill workers. Studies were searched based on the following inclusion criteria:

1) Study design: Prospective or longitudinal cohort studies with a ≥1 year follow-up time,
2) Exposure: Measurement of cotton dust exposure was performed through objective method in cotton textile mills,
3) Outcome: Long-term changes in the lung function indices; forced expiratory volume in the 1st second (FEV₁),
4) Study subjects: Humans both male and females,
5) Language: English-language, full-length, original publications in peer-reviewed journals.

Studies were excluded based on;

1) Study design: Cross-sectional and follow-up time under one year, case reports, literature reviews and non-human studies,
2) Exposure: Other dust exposure or ‘mixed’ dust exposure unable to distinguish cotton dust,
3) Lack of exposure assessment,
4) Diagnostic studies of specific patient groups,
5) Sample size: Studies with less than 45 exposed subjects,
6) Lack of an estimate of association between lung function change and cotton dust exposure and
7) Lack of adjustment for smoking.

Varied cohorts were followed in various cycles and follow-up in different time periods (e.g., Shanghai Cotton Textile Study) (14) were reported based on the publications that were most relevant to our interests i.e., research aim and the exposure level (years of exposure). However, the studies focusing on the same population is briefly discussed in this review.

Screening and Selection of Studies
All articles identified from the literature search were uploaded into the EndNote referencing software. Records were screened by two reviewers (NA & AK) independently. A pre-defined screening tool was designed, and a pilot testing was conducted. The selected studies were first screened by titles, followed by abstract, and finally full text screening to gradually exclude the studies that did not meet the eligibility criteria.

Methodological Quality and Risk of Bias
Using several quality score systems is challenging (24), and previous criticism has been made on quality scoring system since it lacked validity (25), so we designed our own objectively based criteria mentioning important design elements instead of aggregate ratings. Therefore, quality of the studies was assessed and discussed on the following defined criteria concerning study design [longitudinal= 1 (all)], follow-up time (≥1 years= 1), response rate (>50%= 1), exposure measure (dust measurements= 1), and confounder control (all of smoking, sex, age and height= 1) as mentioned in Table 1.

Study Selection
Studies that met the eligibility criteria from respective database were selected and evaluated. Following the elimination of duplicate publications (n= 589), there were 2580 pertinent studies (Figure 1), which were assessed based on title and abstract. This led to the exclusion of 2506 studies: 2226 based on their title and 280 based on their abstract. Following a full-text review of the remaining 74 papers, 69 were found to be irrelevant based on the research aim, study design, exposure size and lacked outcome assessment. Based on the eligibility criteria five studies were finalized for this review. The entire process of study screening and selection is exemplified in the PRISMA flow diagram in Figure 1.

Characteristics of the Studies
Characteristics of the five included studies (2,17,19,26,27) are summarised in Table 2. All of the studies were prospective cohort studies with follow-up time varying between one and 25 years. Sample size ranged from 196 to 447 exposed individuals. Four studies had an external control group for comparison, (17,19,26,27) and one study had no control group (2). The mean age ranged from 35.3 to 60.8 years, and the cohorts originated from China (17,19,26,27) and Türkiye (2).

The included studies encompassed different years of exposure, i.e. 1) five years, 2) fifteen years, 3) twenty years, and 5) twenty-five years. In all studies, cotton dust was measured using a vertical elutriator (2,17,19,26,27). There were different outcome
measures in all studies; however, we reported the outcome of our interest i.e., change in force expiratory volume in one second measured by spirometry with at least one-year follow-up.

**RESULTS**

The results of the five included studies are summarised in Table 2. Four studies fitted generalized estimating equation (GEE) models (17,19,26,27) while one study performed multivariate linear regression (2) to determine factors associated for longitudinal changes in pulmonary function. Overall, three studies found an association between exposure and decline in lung function (FEV$_1$) (17,26,27) and two studies did not find any association between cotton dust exposure and lung function (2,19).

Of the five studies on cotton workers, two studies were done by Wang et al. in 2008, 2005 (17,26). In one study, 408 cotton and 417 silk workers at textile factories in Shanghai were prospectively studied for 20 years, with baseline and follow-up surveys conducted at intervals of five years. Throughout the observation, the total follow-up rates were 74% or higher. Compared to silk workers, cotton workers experienced larger, more frequent declines as well as significant chronic declines in lung function indices. Cotton dust exposure was related with a decline of 10 millilitre/year (mL/yr) in the five-year annualized FEV$_1$ decline. Furthermore, there was a 1.5 mL/yr loss in annualised FEV$_1$ reduction for every 10 mL drop or change in FEV$_1$. An additional annualised drop of 7 mL was caused by smoking. There was no obvious relationship between exposure and smoking. Over the course of the study, there was a higher correlation between the frequency of annualised reduction and drops for cotton workers compared to silk workers (17).

Another study prospectively witnessed 447 cotton textile workers and 472 silk textile controls, assessing the long-term effects of chronic cotton dust exposure on respiratory health, and the role of dust on lung function changes. The follow-up surveys were conducted in five-year intervals. At the last survey, 346 cotton and 342 silk workers from the previous survey were followed. This yielded follow-up rates of 84% in cotton and 77% in the silk groups. In the last survey, cotton dust in different areas were measured using vertical elutriators while inhalable air samplings...
### Table 2. The effect of cotton dust exposure on the change in lung function over time, study results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Author (year) (country)</th>
<th>Design, follow-up time</th>
<th>Study population, n</th>
<th>Mean age, Sex</th>
<th>Cotton dust exposure measurement</th>
<th>Lung function change measurement</th>
<th>Covariates accounted</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Xiaorong Wang, 2008, Shanghai, China</td>
<td>Prospective cohort study, 20 years follow-up</td>
<td>408 cotton workers and 417 silk workers from Shanghai textile mills</td>
<td>37.1 (10.4) 190 (46.6) M</td>
<td>Airborne cotton dust were measured using a vertical elutriator</td>
<td>Spirometry: FEV₁</td>
<td>Age, height, male, smoking, year of retirement, exposure to endotoxin, exposure to dust, and change in FEV₁, 10 mL</td>
<td>Exposure to cotton dust was associated with a 10 mL/year decrement in five-year annualized FEV₁ decline. In addition, every 10 mL in DFEV₁ drop was associated with an additional 1.5 mL/year loss in annualized FEV₁ decline. The association between the frequency of drops and annualized decline was stronger for cotton workers than for silk workers over the entire study period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Christiani et al., 2001, China</td>
<td>Prospective cohort study, 15 years follow-up</td>
<td>447 cotton textile workers, and 472 silk textile workers (control group)</td>
<td>37.4 (10.6) 47.7 M</td>
<td>Airborne cotton dust were measured using a vertical elutriator</td>
<td>Spirometer: FEV₁, FVC</td>
<td>Sex, male, height, age, years worked, endotoxin exposure, smokers, change in FEV₁, respiratory symptoms</td>
<td>Cotton workers had small, but significantly greater, adjusted annual declines in FEV₁ than did the silk workers. Years worked in cotton mills, high level of exposure to endotoxin, and across-shift drops in FEV₁ were found to be significant determinants for longitudinal change in FEV₁, after controlling for appropriate confounders. We conclude that long-term exposure to cotton dust is associated with chronic or permanent obstructive impairments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2. The effect of cotton dust exposure on the change in lung function over time, study results (continue)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Author (year) (country)</th>
<th>Design, follow-up time</th>
<th>Study population, n</th>
<th>Mean age, Sex</th>
<th>Cotton dust exposure measurement</th>
<th>Outcome: Lung function change measurement</th>
<th>Covariates accounted</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wang et al., 2005, Shanghai, China</td>
<td>Longitudinal, 20-year follow-up</td>
<td>447 cotton textile; 472 silk</td>
<td>56.3 (10.2)</td>
<td>(44.8) M</td>
<td>Inhalable air samplings on airborne cotton dust in work area except in final one using vertical elutriator</td>
<td>Spirometer: FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;, FVC</td>
<td>Age, height, male, smoking, pack-yrs, years since last worked, cotton exposure, endotoxin level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Kahraman et al., 2013, Türkiye</td>
<td>Prospective cohort study, five years follow-up</td>
<td>196 textile workers</td>
<td>35.3 ± 5.8</td>
<td>(75.5%) M</td>
<td>Airborne cotton dust were measured using a vertical elutriator</td>
<td>FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;, FVC, and PEF parameter</td>
<td>Gender, smokers and BMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Shi et al., 2010, China</td>
<td>Prospective cohort study, 25 years follow-up</td>
<td>447 cotton workers and 472 silk workers from Shanghai textile mills</td>
<td>60.8 (10)</td>
<td>(45.1) M</td>
<td>Airborne cotton dust were measured using a vertical elutriator</td>
<td>FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Age, height, males, smoker, pack-yrs, baseline FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;, cessation/retired, years since cessation of textile work, annualized changes in FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;, respiratory symptoms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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mean was used for other surveys. Importantly, the cotton workers had significantly severe annual reduction in FEV₁. Among male cotton workers, the decline was 42.3 mL.yr⁻¹ over 20 years while for females it was 24.6 mL.yr⁻¹. The effect of exposure over the course of 20 years was -9.2 mL.yr⁻¹ for male smokers while it was -2.6 mL.yr⁻¹ for male non-smokers and -3.1 mL.yr⁻¹ for female workers, suggesting that there is an additive impact between exposure and smoking (26).

Another study by Christani et al. in 2001, assessed the workers lung function in 15 years follow up study from 1981 to 1996 in China. For cotton employees, the adjusted annual reductions in FEV₁ and FVC were 32.3 mL and 20.1 mL respectively as compared to 29.4 mL and 15.3 mL for silk workers. Male cotton workers’ annual FEV₁ decline was 42.2 mL and female employees’ annual decline was 24.8 mL, respectively. Compared to non-smoking silk workers, cotton employees tend to experience larger annual FEV₁ reduction. However, the association of cumulative cotton dust exposure was not identified in the workers. The follow-up rates ranged for 70% to 85% for silk workers while 76% to 88% for cotton workers.

A study by Shi et al. showed that yearly FEV₁ decline for cotton employees was considerably larger than that for silk workers; however, the rate of decline slowed down over the follow-up period. At the 15, 20, and 25-year follow-up surveys, the annual declines for cotton workers were 232.9 mL/yr, 229.2 mL/yr, and 225.6 mL/yr, respectively. While, for silk workers, the yearly declines were 228.9 mL/yr, 225.0 mL/yr, and -22.5 mL/yr. The study also examined the improvement of lung function after cessation of exposure itself. With respect to the five-year change in FEV₁, there was a positive linear relationship for both cotton and silk employees; however, the rate of improvement was almost twice as rapid for cotton workers (11.6 vs. 5.6 mL/yr in the two groups, respectively) (19).

Kahraman et al., in 2013, determined the longitudinal variation in lung function among textile workers. The cohort study was initiated in 2006 with 196 cotton textile workers and was ended with 49 textile workers in 2011. Environmental cotton dust was measured using the vertical elutriator while pulmonary function was measured using the standardized methods. Mean age and years of textile workers was 35.3 ± 5.8 years and 7.61 ± 1.83 years respectively. The yearly decline of FEV₁ for all cotton workers was 53.2 ± 28.4 mL. The FEV₁ of cotton workers in 2011 were highly lower than to those done in 2006 (3531.42 ± 711.6 mL versus 3794.48 ± 735.4 mL; p< 0.05). Moreover, lung function was lower in current smokers, but this difference was not significant (p> 0.05). Furthermore, as compared to female workers, decline in FEV₁ was higher in male workers but it was insignificant. Further, age, height, cumulative dust exposure, pack-years of smoking, and five-year change in BMI were evaluated in relation to five-year losses in pulmonary function, but no significant relationships were identified. The major limitation of the mentioned study was the absence of control group and limited number of cotton textile workers included in respective studies (2).

**DISCUSSION**

To our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive review on how long-term exposure to cotton dust affects lung function among cotton textile workers. Overall, this review identified heterogenous findings; and due to small number of studies, we were unable to conduct meta-analyses to assess exposure to cotton dust causing decrement in FEV₁. Three studies showed a significant association between exposure...
to cotton dust and change in lung function indices i.e. FEV\textsubscript{1} (17,26,27). The selection of the control group may also have a significant impact on this association. Four studies included control groups within similar jobs but with known lower dust exposures (17,19,26,27). However, one study did not include any control group (2). Therefore, the cotton dust level and its potency may have an impact on the relationship found.

Based on our own independently developed criteria (Table 1), we assigned quality ratings to each included study. All included studies were longitudinal and assessed smoking status as a part of the eligibility criteria. As mentioned in a study, the follow-up time is significant and to assess decline in lung function, longer period of observation is needed to obtain reliable estimates (28) conducted on variation in the flow volume curve with ageing and curve in accordance with the official statement from the American Thoracic Society on spirometry in the occupational settings (29).

The response rate in the included studies differed from 25% to >85%, showing a satisfactory response rate. However, there might be selection bias risk due to variation between responders and non-responders in all the five studies. Since non-responders are the most susceptible individuals, there is a chance that the true impact will be underestimated. However, the reported relationships varied between studies with low and high response rates. In addition, all studies were adjusted for different confounders i.e. smoking, sex, age and height and BMI during analysis phase. However, the confounder selection approach was heterogenic between studies.

It is debatable whether or not baseline lung function should be considered when evaluating changes in lung function over time. Due to correlation problems between lung function level and lung function change, adjusting for the baseline level of lung function is difficult and might result in bias (30). However, we included studies that adjusted for baseline lung function changes as majority of the studies had chosen this approach.

Several cohorts were assessed repeatedly over the follow-up period, and as a result, numerous studies about those cohorts were published. However, we reported studies based on the publications that are most relevant to our interest. The Shanghai textile workers research with five-year gaps between 1981 and 2011, and these cycles produced several findings (12,17,19,26,31-34). They identified no exposure response association but significant differences between cotton and silk workers (17). The Shanghai textile worker study examined the improvement of lung function following cessation of exposure and witnessed an improvement in FEV\textsubscript{1} following cessation of cotton and silk workers (12,34) and recognised prior occupational exposure levels and sex as significant moderators of FEV\textsubscript{1} recovery (34). The Shanghai study (35) also looked at genotypes linked to enzyme activity and revealed that slow enzyme activity genotypes resulted in inefficient metabolising of reactive oxygen species produced by endotoxin exposure, which may ultimately lead to a rapid decrease in lung function. Future research into the biological mechanisms underlying this problem is now possible although that is outside the scope of this review.

The adverse impact of cotton dust on lung function changes are biologically plausible. The inhalation of cotton dust and its deposition in the airway interact with the immune cell which leads to inflammatory response resulting in lung function decline. There is intricate combination between dose and timing of exposure, other environmental conditions, and genetic predisposition determines individuals’ immune response to dust and endotoxins (36). According to the review by Omland et al., in 2014, the mechanisms that relate the immunological response in the lung with potential augmented lung function loss may also involve genetic factors, immune regulation, and mechanisms in relation to cellular repair and the resolution of inflammation (37). Therefore, future review can address this determinant in long-term changes in lung function.

Even though the studies are longitudinal, it cannot be guaranteed that the outcome occurs at the same time as the exposure because the lung function reduction may have occurred earlier in the follow-up period before the exposure was evaluated at a later time. Repeated evaluations of lung function and exposure during follow-ups are one key strategy to deal with this. Although several studies had repeated cycles, analyses were often done at each follow-up period without considering changes in exposure and lung function over the course of the entire follow-up.

The included studies’ mean baseline ages varied from 35.3 to 60.8 years. The nature of lung function over the course of a lifetime is yet under discussion;
however, age is a significant factor for lung function change. Lung function increases between childhood and adolescence (12). In early adulthood, there is then a plateau phase where FEV₁ changes very little or not at all. Afterward this plateau, lung functions begin to decline around 20 years of age. Thus, it is possible to hypothesize that the exposure effect would vary depending on the participants’ ages, but the review doesn’t report this finding. Furthermore, selection bias due to healthy workers is a challenge in most longitudinal studies. Dropouts in the follow-up studies results in the probable selection bias. It is possible that the rate of functional losses among cotton workers might be underestimated based on the dropout, as number of years in the cotton mills and respiratory illness/symptoms were found to be important risk factors for chronic lung function losses. According to a study, average lung function decline over the first year with grain dust exposure was linked with the exposure duration itself, that is a lower reduction in lung function during the first year of exposure predicted a longer subsequent duration of exposure (37). They suggested that the analyses restriction to the “survivors” may underestimate the association between the lung function impairment and dust exposure. Similarly, if the employees had desired to change their job or working place condition, they might have contributed to bias and caused the miss-representation of respiratory symptoms. This might be a glaring issue in every study examined in this review, and it might even imply that the correlations observed are underestimated.

The findings of this review explain the criticality of measuring lung function changes in occupational settings. It is important to focus on the potential negative health impacts linked to occupational exposure to cotton dust in order to protect workers in textile mills with high cotton dust exposure. Future research in this field should focus on maintaining robust follow-up studies, acquiring accurate exposure measurements, and accounting for healthy worker selection bias (i.e., monitoring young cohorts and examining both active workers and dropouts).

CONCLUSION

The studies included in this review were of different follow-up times with inconsistent findings, and we therefore conclude that there is lack of evidence of a causal relationship between cotton dust exposure and longitudinal excessive lung function decline. Special attention should be given to pulmonary effects of cotton dust exposure in textile workers to plan appropriate intervention strategies in order to reduce its detrimental effects.
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